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Jesus Christ – “Soul of God” – had a “contemporary double”. This “son of man” was also named
Jesus. He was also born in Jerusalem around two thousand years ago, in a Jewish family. He
was also a son of parents named as Mary and Joseph. He had also a brother named James. He
also knew a woman known as Mary Magdalena, and a man named Judas. There were many
similarities between Jesus, son of Mary, and his double.When Jesus (son of Mary) was claimed
by St. John the Baptist to be “Christ”, and his enemies wanted to eliminate John the Baptist and
Jesus Christ, the double of Jesus decided to sacrifice his life for his master in order that his
master could achieve his divine mission.The recent discovery of an old Jewish family tomb in
Jerusalem fits with the explanation of an Old Persian book named Tarikh Bal’arni (Bal’ami’s book
of history”) which discusses a second Jesus who was a contemporary of Jesus Christ and who
was crucified in his place..
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master. 2nd Edition, Mehraby Publication, 2016The Pearl of Sufism. 2nd Edition, Mehraby
Publication, 2016New Researches on the Quran, Why and how two versions of Islam entered
the history of mankind, Mehraby Publication, 2016.Een ontmoeting met Jezus in Christendom
en Islam. Ten Have. Holland. 2008 / in collaboration with Dr. J.V. ShaikPrefaceIn this new book,
Dr. Seyed Azmayesh poses a very important question: what really happened at the crucifixion?
Maybe this question can never be answered definitively and satisfactorily, but anyone who dares
to make it the focus of his investigations deserves our deepest respect. Azmayesh’ story is like
one of a detective, scrutinizing all the available and well-known data and delivering a brand-new
composition. And, as is the case with every brilliant detective, we can only be convinced by the
probability of what he proposes: what if it really happened that way, what if this reconstruction is
right? Then we shall have to change all our views, beginning with the images we hold of Jesus
and Judas. And whether we are able to accept his challenging vision also depends on our ability
and willingness to change our beliefs.I met Dr. Azmayesh for the first time in April 2008, when we
were both invited as key speakers at a spiritual festival in Zutphen, the Netherlands. The
conference focused on four religions meeting each other. Dr Azmayesh represented Sufism, the
mystical way of the Islam, as I represented Gnosticism, the inner way of Christianity. We only had
one hour during dinner time to well and truly meet each other. In that hour we became brothers,
recognizing each other’s path as our own, knowing that Sufism and Gnosticism share the same
source. And we discovered that both of us agree in our divergent opinion about the relationship
between Jesus and Judas, and Judas’ role. We both believe Judas to be a high initiate and
absolute confidant of Jesus. And to us, the whole idea of ‘betrayal’ seems highly illogical and
utterly impossible: ridiculous, to say the least. The newly-found Gospel of Judas supports us in
this position.To me, Judas was a close relative of Jesus, helping him with his mission wherever
he could. He belonged to the inner circle of Jesus’ disciples, and he was one of the very few
people, like Thomas and Mary Magdalene, with whom Jesus shared his secret knowledge. It is
no coincidence that in our time the Gospels of precisely those people that the Christian tradition
called ‘traitor’, ‘unbeliever’ and ‘whore’ were unearthed again, in order to restore these apostles
to their proper status as initiates. In this sense, I think an agreement existed between Jesus and
Judas about what Judas’ role should be. It was, so to speak, an accord between two souls.
Whatever the reason may have been for Jesus to think that his mission in Palestine had to come
to a close, we can be quite sure that Judas knew all about it and was helping him to complete it -
even to the extent that his fellow disciples and future generations would think of him as a
betrayer. And moreover, this idea of ‘betrayal’ is mainly based on a guilt-ridden translation of the
Greek paradidonai, which simply means: to transfer, or to hand over.In the Gnostic scriptures,
found in Nag Hammadi in 1945, and dating back to the first centuries of our era, we can meet a
Jesus who differs greatly from the traditional one. But he has equally old papers. We find a Jesus
who is a teacher trying to awaken us to our true nature, our pearl, our light. There is no trace of a
Jesus suffering and dying for the redemption of our sins; it is quite the contrary. We find him



laughing at the whole scene of the crucifixion. Here, I will present a few remarkable quotations
taken from three different treatises.‘James, do not be concerned for me or for these people. I am
He-who-was-within-me. Never have I suffered in any way, nor have I been distressed. And these
people have done me no harm.’[1]So Jesus, here talking to James - who was disturbed by his
supposed suffering - explains that there was no suffering at all. And when there is no victim
suffering pain; then there cannot be a guilty offender, or a betrayer. For when there is no effect,
there is no cause. Here, Jesus teaches us a lesson in forgiveness: he has removed all the guilt
from the scene. And at the same time he points at his true nature: He-who-is-within-me, the
Christ. And Christ, by virtue of his nature, cannot suffer at all. He is above pain and death.‘And I
did not die in reality, but in appearance. (...) And I suffered (only) according to their sight and
thought. (...) For my death which they think happened, (happened only) to them in their error and
blindness. (...) He who drank the gall and the vinegar, it was not I. They struck me with the reed,
it was another. Who bore the cross on his shoulder, it was Simon. It was another upon whom
they placed the crown of thorns. But I was rejoicing in the height (...) and I was laughing at their
ignorance.’[2]This is a firm statement Jesus made. He says: it only looked as if I died, but in
reality I did not die at all. It can only seem that way, when you are in error and blind, when you
believe in the illusion of death; when you look solely at the body and the outer appearances.
Again, Christ cannot die or suffer any pain. So when you think that I, Jesus, drank the gall, was
struck with the reed, bore the cross and wore the crown of thorns, please look again. And when
you have unclouded your vision, rejoice with me, for nothing happened in reality.‘He whom you
saw above the cross, happy and laughing, this is the living Jesus. But the one into whose hands
and feet they drive the nails is his fleshly part, which is the substitute. They put to shame the one
who came into being in his likeness. But look at him and (look) at me. (...) Therefore he laughs at
their lack of perception, knowing that they are born blind. So then the one susceptible to
suffering shall remain behind, since the body is the substitute. But what they released was my
incorporeal body. I am the intellectual Spirit filled with radiant light.’[3]Again, there is this
challenging invitation: look at him who is suffering in the flesh, or look at me who am the living
Jesus. Choose between the body and the Christ. And the crucifixion seen in this perspective in
essence is liberation: they released the Spirit, the light body. And when we look now at the
Gospel of Judas, we find the same, where Jesus is saying to Judas:‘But you will exceed all of
them. For you will sacrifice the man that clothes me.’[4]So Judas, as an initiate, willingly
sacrifices the body of Jesus, which is the garment of Christ. The beauty of it is that Judas
becomes the vehicle by which the Christ is liberated from the flesh that is bearing him, a
common Gnostic theme as we saw. At the same time, it all points out the way to real resurrection
for all of us: to know that what we really are cannot suffer or die, and that our true nature is
imperishable divine light.This is one way to interpret these quotations. But they are open to other
interpretations as well, which you will find after reading Azmayesh’ book. So you are invited to
read these quotations again in the light of what he is telling you.In conclusion, I would like to
state that essentially there are four ways to interpret the crucifixion:The traditional version: Jesus



died on the cross to atone for our sins.The Docetist version (from the Greek dokein: to seem):
Jesus seems to die at the cross, but in reality the Christ was liberated.The stand-in version: it
was not Jesus hanging on the cross but somebody else, be it Simon of Cyrene, Judas or some
other person.The survival version: Jesus survived the crucifixion, continuing to live in Syria or
India, or returning as the Apostle Paul.(And of course there is a fifth: there never was a
crucifixion, because it cannot be proven historically. This particular interpretation is not
considered here.)Good detectives never give away their plots. Thus, you will have to find out for
yourself to which of these four versions Azmayesh’ pioneering book belongs.Dr. Willem
Glaudemans[5]It was John the Baptist who started the process of Jesus being identified as
Christ. It was not Jesus’ wish. It was imposed on him. All of a sudden Jesus was involved in a
process that had been started at the will of John the Baptist. John the Baptist gave his life for
this, by not evaluating all the dangers caused by this action. But Jesus wanted to be in control of
everything. Therefore, he wanted the process of his identification as Christ to end quickly, so that
he could start another process: one of his own will and under his own control. Thus, his
crucifixion served as the end of the initial process. [1] Apocalypse of James, NHC V.3, codex p.
31.[2] The Second Treatise of the Great Seth, NHC VII.2, codex pp. 55-56.[3] The Apocalypse of
Peter, NHC VII.3, codex pp. 81+83[4] Codex p. 56[5] Dr. Willem Glaudemans is the Dutch co-
translator of the Nag Hammadi Scriptures.IntroductionA delicate subject in a wider
perspective We are currently living in a time of great discoveries and great changes. These
discoveries not only concern the present and the future; they often they challenge us to look at
the past again and to re-evaluate certain historical events on the basis of new evidence.
Although the subject of this book, historically speaking, is almost 2000 years old, the opinions
expressed by a majority of people concerning the event of the crucifixion have been of major
importance to the world throughout the centuries. It is right here where our exploration
starts.This book aims to examine the general opinion about the event of the crucifixion. By
‘general opinion’ we mean the assumption that a disciple of Jesus named Judas betrayed him
and sold him to the Romans, who crucified him in accordance with the will of the then-leading
Jewish authorities. Jesus died on the cross and was resurrected after three days. This is, in
general, what can be derived from the four canonical Gospels (by Mark, John, Luke and
Matthew) and it generally represents the explanation given by the official church. This is, roughly,
what most people believe concerning the crucifixion. It is one of the cornerstones of the
Christian faith. For centuries this opinion has been propagated by the church and it has had a
profound influence in history, up to the present day.The book traces the sequence of events
before and after the crucifixion with the help of old manuscripts as well as recently discovered
documents. The book approaches its subject on the basis of the traditionally accepted
manuscripts, as well as scriptures that were rejected in the past. It looks at the subject from the
angle of Christianity as well as from the angle presented by the texts of the Qur’an. The book
looks into the structure of the group of disciples around Jesus, their mutual relations and the
relation to their master. Additional details are also provided about the way Jesus used to teach



his disciples in a Gnostic manner. In doing so, the book draws a radically different conclusion
compared to the usual opinions about what happened during those days and why things
happened the way they did.It is not for the first time in history that this generally accepted vision
is doubted. The Qur’an contains a number of verses about the event of the crucifixion. These
verses do not accept “Jesus, son of Mary” as the crucified person. The Qur’an states that Jesus,
during the event of the crucifixion, was taken to ‘“a high place’”[6] and that ‘a mistake’ was made.
Simultaneously, the Qur’an describes another opinion on the crucifixion.“After Jesus’ death early
Christians shared accounts of his life and teachings. Dozens were written down, but the church
fathers in the end chose only four to be included in the New Testament. During the past century,
many rejected Gospels have been rediscovered. A few, such as the Gospel of Peter, are parallel
to the chosen four. Others, such as the Gospel of Judas, are strikingly different, emphasizing
gnosis (…). Some examples: Gospel of Mary, written in the early 100s, reveals secrets Jesus
gave to Mary Magdalene alone and not his male disciples. The Gospel of Thomas, ca.110,
includes the unique saying of Jesus: “If you bring forth what is within you, what you have will
save you … What you do not have within you will kill you”. The Gospel of Truth, ca.150: in this
account Jesus’ teachings liberate the soul from a flawed physical world: “You are the perfect day,
and in you dwells the light that does not fail”. The Secret Book of John, ca.150, denounces the
Old Testament God for trying to hide the truth from humanity. It claims that Adam and Eve
received the divine spirit from the true God.[7]Many old scriptures have been found over the past
decades. Some of these scriptures, too, express a different view on the event of the crucifixion.
For example, the Second Discourse of Great Seth, 200s, says that the true Christ was never
crucified.”[8]These scientific discoveries force us to take another look at the event of the
crucifixion because many of them do not support the generally accepted version of the historical
events. In the past, governmental and religious institutions often tried to propagate certain
opinions at the cost of others. Falsifying facts, destroying manuscripts and persecuting people
who held dissenting opinions are only a few of the tools that were used in the past. However, the
voice of those with a different opinion could never be silenced completely. Today, we live in a
time in which more research can be done. More and more of the original sources are becoming
available but nobody knows what is still hidden from our eyes. As often happens with dramatic
discoveries in other fields of scientific research, we notice certain reluctance on the part of the
general public to accept and assimilate new insights and opinions when they concern some of
the roots of their own beliefs.We are well aware that this study touches a delicate subject. In fact,
we investigate the validity of one of the central dogmas of official Christianity. It is for this reason
that we ask the reader to study the text of the book carefully and to consider its contents. At the
same time, the reader is invited to remain aware of his (often hidden) pre-suppositions and
sentiments regarding this subject.It may be the case that certain old opinions will have to be
sacrificed. Maybe a feeling of fear and emptiness will arise, and maybe an impression will be left
that the spiritual element is lost by dissecting and examining the texts in this way. Nevertheless,
we think that a considerable part of the true intention and the true message of Jesus are



restored by this investigation. In order to clarify this statement it is necessary to elaborate on our
angle of approach and the wider perspective in which the event of the crucifixion has to be
understood.We approach our subject from the Gnostic angle. This has many implications. The
Gnostics regard the presence of a human being on Earth as a possibility for their souls to be re-
united with God. The souls are ‘sown’ in human bodies by the Creator.[9] The ‘education’ of the
soul needs a master, just as a developing seed needs a gardener in order to grow.The Gnostics
believe that the soul continues its travels and its spiritual search after the death of the physical
body. The physical body is regarded as an important vehicle and an important possibility to learn
during life on earth. But it functions only for a short period of time. So, a Gnostic is not attached
to his body at all. On the other hand, the prophet needs his physical body in order to accomplish
his mission in the material world. In his fight with the Pharaoh, Moses was not concerned about
his physical body at all: he was totally focused on his mission to save the Jews and take them to
the Promised Land. We see this aspect in many prophets. Although they have great spiritual
capacities, they accomplish their mission through their physical bodies. In doing so they are well
and truly put to the test.According to the Gnostics, the tradition of Gnosticism started with Adam
and his third son “Seth”, and is transferred from master to master by the pact of initiation. Only a
master who is connected to the chain of initiations is authorised to accept and to educate
students. Also the canonical Gospels describe the initiation of Jesus by John the Baptist. It is
regarded as a major event in the life of Jesus[10]. After being initiated by John the Baptist, Jesus
started his mission as a person dedicated to his objective. The Gnostics regard Jesus as the
source of the eternal light and the divine guide: an important spiritual master (educator,
instructor) and also a prophet. He wanted to educate his disciples and to spread his discipline
and teachings all around the world. For Jesus, his mission was the most important. According to
certain signs it can be supposed that after the event of the crucifixion Jesus continued his
mission for a while in Ephesus[11] before his death, when he was old, in Jerusalem[12].These
elements may grant the reader an entirely new perspective. Gradually, a new vision emerges.
We feel that the scientific discoveries made so far in combination with research on historical
documents offer increasing support for the Gnostic point of view.We try to approach the plan of
Jesus through rational reasoning and by investigating the written reports.When St. John the
Baptist introduced Jesus as the eschatological saviour; he suddenly created a very difficult
situation for Jesus. Through this announcement and by his appearance, Jesus drew the
attention of many people and the governing authorities feared the possibility of a revolution.
Jesus wanted to control this unexpected situation in order to successfully accomplish his
mission. Many things happened in a very short period of time. Many of the seemingly random
events that took place are today explained in a rational manner and can be grasped as pieces of
a bigger whole.With this book we challenge the reader to think about the event of the crucifixion.
But what is more, we hope that the reader will acquire a deeper and better understanding of the
message presented by Jesus and its implications for our lives.[6] Qur’an. IV. Verse 157: They
killed him not, they crucified him not. They committed a mistake about him [his identity], they



don’t have the exact knowledge about him [the crucified person], and they follow only their
supposition. They killed him not for sure. “VI. 158: “But Allah brought him up to Him “. 19. 57:” We
brought him up to a high place.”[7] National Geographic. May 2006, p. 89.[8] Ibid.[9] St. Matthew,
XIII. See also the Gospel of Judas about the corruptible seeds.[10] There is a considerable body
of evidence indicating that the line of initiation to which Jesus belongs continues in the Prophet
Mohammad. Dr. John van Schaik and Dr. Azmayesh published their views about this subject in
Een ontmoeting met Jezus in Christendom en Islam (A meeting with Jesus in Christianity and
Islam). Ten Have, 2008.[11] The Greeks-land, is in present-day Turkey. In this region there is a
place named “Zan-Jaan”, harbouring a tomb attributed to Saint John the apostle, and a small
temple attributed to Saint Mary.[12] The Qur’an version certifies that Jesus kept preaching until
the end of his life when he was at an old age (Surat.III, verse 46). A familial tomb, 2000 years old,
was recently found in Jerusalem bearing the names of Jesus, Mary, and Judas, (father, mother
and son). According to an old ritual common in the East, when somebody sacrificed his life for
another person, that person named his son after the sacrificed person, in order to relate their
astral bodies and to let both souls grow up at the same time. The Judas of this familial tomb is
assumed to be the son of Jesus and Mary. (Here, we refer the reader to our conclusion “Whose
is this tomb?”)Global view“Yahuda, Anta rafi’ kollohomYahouda, Atit bakh hadday bakrahDa
Anashdamo kasiho”‘Judas! You’re higher than all of them. Judas! For you will sacrifice the man
that clothes me.’This is what Jesus says to Judas in the Aramean language[13] according to the
recently published Gospel of Judas, attributed to a person at whom considerable blame and
many accusations have been directed for hundreds of centuries: Judas Iscariot, a man believed
to have betrayed his master Jesus for 30 silver coins.It is officially stated that this Gospel of
Judas was found in an Egyptian cave, written on papyrus in the Coptic language. Only 12 out of
32 pages were in a condition and order that they could be recovered and translated into the
languages of the western world. The above-mentioned sentences are the English translation of a
highly central statement made by Jesus Christ. In these sentences we find the Coptic word
“Kasiho”, which has been translated by ‘to clothe’. “Kasiho” (from “kesvat” or lebass is cover) can
be translated in the same way: ‘to clothe’, ‘envelope’ and ‘to cover’. Thus, the translation from
Coptic into English seems to be accurate. But the meaning of this sentence is very obscure and
leaves room for different interpretations.A version proposed by National Geographic interprets
this statement as follows: “the man that clothes me” is the physical body of Jesus that bears
Christ, the eternal soul, and in order to liberate this eternal soul, the body must be sacrificed.
[14]According to this interpretation, “Judas’ Gospel says Jesus asked Judas to betray him,
thereby freeing his soul from his body”[15]. So Jesus would have asked Judas to deliver Jesus
to his murderers.If we follow this interpretation, we find that Judas acts as an instrument for a
sophisticated plan of suicide on Jesus’ part - if we suppose that the act of Jesus’ suicide
achieved through Judas’ complicity was carried out in order to liberate his soul from his body!
Why would Jesus do that and then come back a few days later in his body, expose himself to his
disciples and ask them to touch his body to realise that it was made of flesh and blood? This



apparent contradiction is not acceptable to us and therefore we would like to present our own
interpretation.“The man that clothes me” is a specific person resembling Jesus. We derive this
from the word “Kasiho”, which we interpret to mean a cover, a double of Jesus, i.e. a person that
resembles Jesus. This shows that we agree with the interpretation formulated by National
Geographic that adjudicates to Judas as performing a secret mission for Jesus. But it also
implies a complete new interpretation of the events surrounding the crucifixion and it sheds a
different light on the picture of Judas Iscariot and the mission of Jesus Christ.The main
statements of our book are:

‘But you will exceed all of them. For you will sacrifice the man that clothes me.’[4]So Judas, as an
initiate, willingly sacrifices the body of Jesus, which is the garment of Christ. The beauty of it is
that Judas becomes the vehicle by which the Christ is liberated from the flesh that is bearing
him, a common Gnostic theme as we saw. At the same time, it all points out the way to real
resurrection for all of us: to know that what we really are cannot suffer or die, and that our true
nature is imperishable divine light.This is one way to interpret these quotations. But they are
open to other interpretations as well, which you will find after reading Azmayesh’ book. So you
are invited to read these quotations again in the light of what he is telling you.In conclusion, I
would like to state that essentially there are four ways to interpret the crucifixion:The traditional
version: Jesus died on the cross to atone for our sins.The Docetist version (from the Greek
dokein: to seem): Jesus seems to die at the cross, but in reality the Christ was liberated.The
stand-in version: it was not Jesus hanging on the cross but somebody else, be it Simon of
Cyrene, Judas or some other person.The survival version: Jesus survived the crucifixion,
continuing to live in Syria or India, or returning as the Apostle Paul.(And of course there is a fifth:
there never was a crucifixion, because it cannot be proven historically. This particular
interpretation is not considered here.)Good detectives never give away their plots. Thus, you will
have to find out for yourself to which of these four versions Azmayesh’ pioneering book
belongs.Dr. Willem Glaudemans[5]It was John the Baptist who started the process of Jesus
being identified as Christ. It was not Jesus’ wish. It was imposed on him. All of a sudden Jesus
was involved in a process that had been started at the will of John the Baptist. John the Baptist
gave his life for this, by not evaluating all the dangers caused by this action. But Jesus wanted to
be in control of everything. Therefore, he wanted the process of his identification as Christ to end
quickly, so that he could start another process: one of his own will and under his own control.
Thus, his crucifixion served as the end of the initial process. [1] Apocalypse of James, NHC V.3,
codex p. 31.[2] The Second Treatise of the Great Seth, NHC VII.2, codex pp. 55-56.[3] The
Apocalypse of Peter, NHC VII.3, codex pp. 81+83[4] Codex p. 56[5] Dr. Willem Glaudemans is
the Dutch co-translator of the Nag Hammadi Scriptures.IntroductionA delicate subject in a wider
perspective We are currently living in a time of great discoveries and great changes. These
discoveries not only concern the present and the future; they often they challenge us to look at
the past again and to re-evaluate certain historical events on the basis of new evidence.



Although the subject of this book, historically speaking, is almost 2000 years old, the opinions
expressed by a majority of people concerning the event of the crucifixion have been of major
importance to the world throughout the centuries. It is right here where our exploration
starts.This book aims to examine the general opinion about the event of the crucifixion. By
‘general opinion’ we mean the assumption that a disciple of Jesus named Judas betrayed him
and sold him to the Romans, who crucified him in accordance with the will of the then-leading
Jewish authorities. Jesus died on the cross and was resurrected after three days. This is, in
general, what can be derived from the four canonical Gospels (by Mark, John, Luke and
Matthew) and it generally represents the explanation given by the official church. This is, roughly,
what most people believe concerning the crucifixion. It is one of the cornerstones of the
Christian faith. For centuries this opinion has been propagated by the church and it has had a
profound influence in history, up to the present day.The book traces the sequence of events
before and after the crucifixion with the help of old manuscripts as well as recently discovered
documents. The book approaches its subject on the basis of the traditionally accepted
manuscripts, as well as scriptures that were rejected in the past. It looks at the subject from the
angle of Christianity as well as from the angle presented by the texts of the Qur’an. The book
looks into the structure of the group of disciples around Jesus, their mutual relations and the
relation to their master. Additional details are also provided about the way Jesus used to teach
his disciples in a Gnostic manner. In doing so, the book draws a radically different conclusion
compared to the usual opinions about what happened during those days and why things
happened the way they did.It is not for the first time in history that this generally accepted vision
is doubted. The Qur’an contains a number of verses about the event of the crucifixion. These
verses do not accept “Jesus, son of Mary” as the crucified person. The Qur’an states that Jesus,
during the event of the crucifixion, was taken to ‘“a high place’”[6] and that ‘a mistake’ was made.
Simultaneously, the Qur’an describes another opinion on the crucifixion.“After Jesus’ death early
Christians shared accounts of his life and teachings. Dozens were written down, but the church
fathers in the end chose only four to be included in the New Testament. During the past century,
many rejected Gospels have been rediscovered. A few, such as the Gospel of Peter, are parallel
to the chosen four. Others, such as the Gospel of Judas, are strikingly different, emphasizing
gnosis (…). Some examples: Gospel of Mary, written in the early 100s, reveals secrets Jesus
gave to Mary Magdalene alone and not his male disciples. The Gospel of Thomas, ca.110,
includes the unique saying of Jesus: “If you bring forth what is within you, what you have will
save you … What you do not have within you will kill you”. The Gospel of Truth, ca.150: in this
account Jesus’ teachings liberate the soul from a flawed physical world: “You are the perfect day,
and in you dwells the light that does not fail”. The Secret Book of John, ca.150, denounces the
Old Testament God for trying to hide the truth from humanity. It claims that Adam and Eve
received the divine spirit from the true God.[7]Many old scriptures have been found over the past
decades. Some of these scriptures, too, express a different view on the event of the crucifixion.
For example, the Second Discourse of Great Seth, 200s, says that the true Christ was never



crucified.”[8]These scientific discoveries force us to take another look at the event of the
crucifixion because many of them do not support the generally accepted version of the historical
events. In the past, governmental and religious institutions often tried to propagate certain
opinions at the cost of others. Falsifying facts, destroying manuscripts and persecuting people
who held dissenting opinions are only a few of the tools that were used in the past. However, the
voice of those with a different opinion could never be silenced completely. Today, we live in a
time in which more research can be done. More and more of the original sources are becoming
available but nobody knows what is still hidden from our eyes. As often happens with dramatic
discoveries in other fields of scientific research, we notice certain reluctance on the part of the
general public to accept and assimilate new insights and opinions when they concern some of
the roots of their own beliefs.We are well aware that this study touches a delicate subject. In fact,
we investigate the validity of one of the central dogmas of official Christianity. It is for this reason
that we ask the reader to study the text of the book carefully and to consider its contents. At the
same time, the reader is invited to remain aware of his (often hidden) pre-suppositions and
sentiments regarding this subject.It may be the case that certain old opinions will have to be
sacrificed. Maybe a feeling of fear and emptiness will arise, and maybe an impression will be left
that the spiritual element is lost by dissecting and examining the texts in this way. Nevertheless,
we think that a considerable part of the true intention and the true message of Jesus are
restored by this investigation. In order to clarify this statement it is necessary to elaborate on our
angle of approach and the wider perspective in which the event of the crucifixion has to be
understood.We approach our subject from the Gnostic angle. This has many implications. The
Gnostics regard the presence of a human being on Earth as a possibility for their souls to be re-
united with God. The souls are ‘sown’ in human bodies by the Creator.[9] The ‘education’ of the
soul needs a master, just as a developing seed needs a gardener in order to grow.The Gnostics
believe that the soul continues its travels and its spiritual search after the death of the physical
body. The physical body is regarded as an important vehicle and an important possibility to learn
during life on earth. But it functions only for a short period of time. So, a Gnostic is not attached
to his body at all. On the other hand, the prophet needs his physical body in order to accomplish
his mission in the material world. In his fight with the Pharaoh, Moses was not concerned about
his physical body at all: he was totally focused on his mission to save the Jews and take them to
the Promised Land. We see this aspect in many prophets. Although they have great spiritual
capacities, they accomplish their mission through their physical bodies. In doing so they are well
and truly put to the test.According to the Gnostics, the tradition of Gnosticism started with Adam
and his third son “Seth”, and is transferred from master to master by the pact of initiation. Only a
master who is connected to the chain of initiations is authorised to accept and to educate
students. Also the canonical Gospels describe the initiation of Jesus by John the Baptist. It is
regarded as a major event in the life of Jesus[10]. After being initiated by John the Baptist, Jesus
started his mission as a person dedicated to his objective. The Gnostics regard Jesus as the
source of the eternal light and the divine guide: an important spiritual master (educator,



instructor) and also a prophet. He wanted to educate his disciples and to spread his discipline
and teachings all around the world. For Jesus, his mission was the most important. According to
certain signs it can be supposed that after the event of the crucifixion Jesus continued his
mission for a while in Ephesus[11] before his death, when he was old, in Jerusalem[12].These
elements may grant the reader an entirely new perspective. Gradually, a new vision emerges.
We feel that the scientific discoveries made so far in combination with research on historical
documents offer increasing support for the Gnostic point of view.We try to approach the plan of
Jesus through rational reasoning and by investigating the written reports.When St. John the
Baptist introduced Jesus as the eschatological saviour; he suddenly created a very difficult
situation for Jesus. Through this announcement and by his appearance, Jesus drew the
attention of many people and the governing authorities feared the possibility of a revolution.
Jesus wanted to control this unexpected situation in order to successfully accomplish his
mission. Many things happened in a very short period of time. Many of the seemingly random
events that took place are today explained in a rational manner and can be grasped as pieces of
a bigger whole.With this book we challenge the reader to think about the event of the crucifixion.
But what is more, we hope that the reader will acquire a deeper and better understanding of the
message presented by Jesus and its implications for our lives.[6] Qur’an. IV. Verse 157: They
killed him not, they crucified him not. They committed a mistake about him [his identity], they
don’t have the exact knowledge about him [the crucified person], and they follow only their
supposition. They killed him not for sure. “VI. 158: “But Allah brought him up to Him “. 19. 57:” We
brought him up to a high place.”[7] National Geographic. May 2006, p. 89.[8] Ibid.[9] St. Matthew,
XIII. See also the Gospel of Judas about the corruptible seeds.[10] There is a considerable body
of evidence indicating that the line of initiation to which Jesus belongs continues in the Prophet
Mohammad. Dr. John van Schaik and Dr. Azmayesh published their views about this subject in
Een ontmoeting met Jezus in Christendom en Islam (A meeting with Jesus in Christianity and
Islam). Ten Have, 2008.[11] The Greeks-land, is in present-day Turkey. In this region there is a
place named “Zan-Jaan”, harbouring a tomb attributed to Saint John the apostle, and a small
temple attributed to Saint Mary.[12] The Qur’an version certifies that Jesus kept preaching until
the end of his life when he was at an old age (Surat.III, verse 46). A familial tomb, 2000 years old,
was recently found in Jerusalem bearing the names of Jesus, Mary, and Judas, (father, mother
and son). According to an old ritual common in the East, when somebody sacrificed his life for
another person, that person named his son after the sacrificed person, in order to relate their
astral bodies and to let both souls grow up at the same time. The Judas of this familial tomb is
assumed to be the son of Jesus and Mary. (Here, we refer the reader to our conclusion “Whose
is this tomb?”)Global view“Yahuda, Anta rafi’ kollohomYahouda, Atit bakh hadday bakrahDa
Anashdamo kasiho”‘Judas! You’re higher than all of them. Judas! For you will sacrifice the man
that clothes me.’This is what Jesus says to Judas in the Aramean language[13] according to the
recently published Gospel of Judas, attributed to a person at whom considerable blame and
many accusations have been directed for hundreds of centuries: Judas Iscariot, a man believed



to have betrayed his master Jesus for 30 silver coins.It is officially stated that this Gospel of
Judas was found in an Egyptian cave, written on papyrus in the Coptic language. Only 12 out of
32 pages were in a condition and order that they could be recovered and translated into the
languages of the western world. The above-mentioned sentences are the English translation of a
highly central statement made by Jesus Christ. In these sentences we find the Coptic word
“Kasiho”, which has been translated by ‘to clothe’. “Kasiho” (from “kesvat” or lebass is cover) can
be translated in the same way: ‘to clothe’, ‘envelope’ and ‘to cover’. Thus, the translation from
Coptic into English seems to be accurate. But the meaning of this sentence is very obscure and
leaves room for different interpretations.A version proposed by National Geographic interprets
this statement as follows: “the man that clothes me” is the physical body of Jesus that bears
Christ, the eternal soul, and in order to liberate this eternal soul, the body must be sacrificed.
[14]According to this interpretation, “Judas’ Gospel says Jesus asked Judas to betray him,
thereby freeing his soul from his body”[15]. So Jesus would have asked Judas to deliver Jesus
to his murderers.If we follow this interpretation, we find that Judas acts as an instrument for a
sophisticated plan of suicide on Jesus’ part - if we suppose that the act of Jesus’ suicide
achieved through Judas’ complicity was carried out in order to liberate his soul from his body!
Why would Jesus do that and then come back a few days later in his body, expose himself to his
disciples and ask them to touch his body to realise that it was made of flesh and blood? This
apparent contradiction is not acceptable to us and therefore we would like to present our own
interpretation.“The man that clothes me” is a specific person resembling Jesus. We derive this
from the word “Kasiho”, which we interpret to mean a cover, a double of Jesus, i.e. a person that
resembles Jesus. This shows that we agree with the interpretation formulated by National
Geographic that adjudicates to Judas as performing a secret mission for Jesus. But it also
implies a complete new interpretation of the events surrounding the crucifixion and it sheds a
different light on the picture of Judas Iscariot and the mission of Jesus Christ.The main
statements of our book are:We claim that Judas Iscariot was by no means a traitor, but instead a
very close and advanced disciple of Jesus Christ with a very specific and delicate mission.Jesus
Christ’s main message aimed to teach people not to be attached to their body, but to develop
their “real self” and to nurture the hidden capacities of the “Sofia” (real self/soul): love, peace,
and faith. It is the famous ‘Die before you die’ and learning to liberate your soul while you are in
the body. We think Jesus needed time to write his “Enjil” (ensemble of his teachings), to educate
a number of disciples, and finally to send them to different corners of the world - with the copies
of his book to sow the seeds of real spirituality and to show humanity the path of substantial
evolution.Jesus Christ needed his body to accomplish his mission until the end, so he had to
thwart the plans of the Pharisees to kill him and yet make them firmly believe he had died.We will
first present the reader with a new version of the events of the crucifixion and later show on the
basis of officially approved documents – as far as we were able to collect them - how our version
can be detected in them in a step by step manner.[13] After the discovery of the scriptures of the
Dead Sea scrolls (1947) it became clear that the common language spoken by the Jewish



community in the region of Palestine during the period of Jesus was Aramaic. One manuscript in
six was edited in that language, and later on – in the time of Jesus - writing an Evengelium in the
Aramean language was absolutely possible. This discovery changed people’s beliefs before the
first half of the 20th century: witness “The original language of the Gospel” by Edgar Goodspeed
(published by Thomas Kepler. N.Y. 1944. cited by “Les manuscrits de la mer Morte”. M.Wise; M.
Abegg; E. Cook. Published by Tempus. 2003, France p.20).[14] This subject is debated on the
DVD of the Gospel of Judas, a documentary made by National Geographic, 2006. NGHT.[15]
National Geographic Magazine. May 2006, p.86.The secret story of the crucifixionWhen John
the Baptist initiated his cousin Jesus in the Jordan River he could see a ‘white dove’ sitting on
Jesus’ head. From his master and father Zacharias he had learned that this would be the sign by
which to recognise the expected Messiah. Henceforward, he announced everywhere he
travelled in the region that Jesus from Nazareth was the Messiah, and Jesus’ name became well
known.This was during the time when the Roman Empire controlled the land of the Jews, and
many Jews were waiting for the Messiah to liberate them from the foreign reign. They were
waiting for a leader who would liberate the country. Many religious sects were spread throughout
the region cherishing their own interpretation of the prophecy of a Messiah[16]. All this created a
very particular atmosphere, that today we might even call it a hysterical or psychotic
atmosphere.The high priests and the Pharisees were responsible for leading their people under
the Roman reign. They were thus, afraid of agitation and a possible disturbance affecting their
people because of the appearance of a Messiah. On the one hand, they were afraid to lose their
power as a religious and worldly authority, and on the other hand they were afraid their people
would be extinguished by the Romans should an uprising against their reign take place.[17]That
is why they decided to orchestrate a plan to put an end to the hysteria concerning the Messiah.
Jesus knew about their plans because he had some disciples among the leaders of the Jewish
community, for instance Nicodemus (John 3:1) and Joseph of Arimathea (John 19:38), who
informed him about the discussions and decisions made between the leaders.As it appeared to
be very difficult task to catch Jesus in the streets, the Pharisees decided to get hold of one his
disciples, one who would betray his master and show them the way to Jesus of Nazareth.In
response Jesus started to make up his own plan to achieve two goals:To give the impression to
everybody that the Messiah had reached his end, so that any expectations concerning the
liberation of the country would no longer be connected to Jesus.The fulfilment of his true
mission, teaching people how to liberate their souls through his (spiritual) teachings.Jesus
entrusted Judas Iscariot with the task of fetching and leading the Pharisees’ guards and the
Roman soldiers to the house where Jesus would be during the night. So, Judas went on a
mission to the Pharisees, a task assigned especially to him by Jesus, and offered to betray his
master for 30 silver coins. In the middle of the night - together with the guards and the soldiers -
he moved to the garden of Cedron[18], where Jesus had told him he would be with his disciples.
There, the crowd met Peter, who Jesus had asked to keep a lonely watch with his sword while
the others slept in the house. Peter went towards the incoming crowd and asked them what they



wanted. The head of the Roman soldiers asked for Jesus of Nazareth, and he answered them: “I
am Jesus”,“And Judas - the person who did hand over him to them - was also standing up with
them.” [19]But the soldiers did not pay attention to his answer.[20] Judas told the soldiers he
would go into the house to fetch Jesus. Then he went inside the house in the garden of Cedron,
the place in which Jesus’ disciples were in deep sleep.[21] In the house, without the apostles’
knowledge, he was changed, so the looks and manner of Jesus were enacted perfectly on him.
[22] A few minutes later, the soldiers saw ‘“a son of man’” coming out, asking them for whom
they were looking.[23] This second time, the name of Judas is no longer mentioned in St. John’s
Gospel! And as the guards said once again they were looking for Jesus of Nazareth, he
answered: “I am Jesus. Deal with me and let all the others go.”[24] So the guards tied ‘“the son of
man” who claimed to be ‘“Jesus’”[25] and immediately went to Kaiphas, the high priest of the
time, to challenge him with the accusations of those who wanted to get rid of Jesus. The true
Jesus, meanwhile, rested in a hidden cave behind the house for a period of seclusion. Later, the
very moment the guards untied the captured person, who gave the impression of being Jesus,
something highly peculiar happened.[26] In a situation of chaos and disorder, a group of people
took him out of the hands of the Roman soldiers. He escaped.[27] The guards, angry and
hysterical, shouted very loudly and nervously: “Don’t let Jesus evade”, “Arrest him! Arrest him!”,
“Arrest Jesus”, “Arrest Jesus”, “Where is Jesus?” The crowd moved left and right in order to find
an “evading Jesus”. After a while, among the crowd, the guards got hold of a Jew called
“’Jesus’”, a man whose manner and looks resembled those of the escaped person, and who
must have been a cover of Jesus.[28] Thus, we now have a “double of Jesus”, a person who is
willing to sacrifice his life. He is not there by accident, but as a part of a complex plan that
required enormous preparations. Through his actions, he establishes a new balance between
Jesus and his enemies, to the advantage of Jesus. He goes through all the pain before being put
on the cross, and, some time later, on the cross itself. But Jesus’ plan was to save his life at the
same time. This is why only Jesus’ secret disciples ((in the adversary’s camp)) like Joseph of
Arimathea and Nikodemus were very closely involved in the event of the crucifixion ((not the
apostles and not Jesus’ relatives)). The latter should hold the illusion of his death. But Joseph
and Nikodemus made sure that the person on the cross was put into a cataleptic coma after that
person gave the secret sign: Eloi, eloi, lema sabagthani! They let him smell a very powerful
narcotic solution (composed of nutgall and vinegar[29]) which made him appear to be dead, so
Joseph could ask Pilate to take down the body from the cross very quickly, keep him away from
all the relatives and treat him with another substance, so the person who was on the cross could
recover and leave the tomb empty, after everybody had departed and the situation had calmed
down. In this framework, it is important to take into account that Golgotha – the place of
crucifixion - was right next to the garden of Joseph of Arimathea, where a cave had been
prepared: initially for burying Joseph himself. The Sabbath was drawing near, and this meant
that it was not allowed to have anyone on the cross as this was considered to be unclean. All
these circumstances helped to accomplish this subtle plan.Time was a very critical factor and



through all these facts, the risk of losing the man of the cross was minimized. Jesus, during the
period of his seclusion, had an extraordinary experience – of ascending to the sky,[30]
something which reminds us of the event involving the prophet Ely (Elijah), who was picked up to
be taken to the sky[31]. After an absence of three days, when Jesus came back and presented
himself to his disciples, he was very hungry. His disciples were shocked to see him and they
would not believe that it was him. They touched him all over, especially his hands and feet. They
thought he might have been only a ghost, or a type of hallucination, but what they felt was in fact
his complete body in flesh and blood.Thus, Judas’ mission was to hand over Jesus’ double:
“The man that clothes me”. Still, we do not have any exact information about these two people
(that is (Judas and the second ‘Jesus’)) after the event of crucifixion. And Jesus could carry on
his mission of teaching the people how to free their souls during their life on earth. – Until the end
of his life when he was old ((The Qur’an. III. 46)).[16] “L’attente du Messie en Palestine a la veille
et au debut de l’ere Chretienne”, Ernest Marie Laperrousaz, edition A. et J. Picard, 1982. Part of
the Dead Sea texts (written next to the time of St. John and Jesus) talks about an
“Eschatological prophet” or a “Master of Justice”. The image of this saviour-personage existed in
the minds of many people in the region of Palestine, before Christianity and its founder, Jesus
son of Mary. The “Master of Justice” is mentioned 3 times in the writing of Damas, 2 times in the
commentary of Psaume 37 times, once in Michee, 8 times in Habacuc. These texts [talking
about the “Master of Justice”] are the part of the Dead Sea scrolls closest to the time of Jesus.
There are considerable resemblances between those descriptions and the image of Jesus
introduced in the Gospels. The reader is also referred to other research carried out by Ernest
Marie Laperrousaz: “Quomran et ses manuscrits de la Mer Morte”, edition Mon lieu 2006,
France; “Les Esseniens selon leur temoignage direct”, edition Desclee.1982; “Qoumran.
L’etablissement essenien des bords de la mer Morte. Histoire et archeologie du site”, 1979,
edition A. et J. Picard; “Les manuscrits de la Mer Morte”. Edition P.U.F. (Que sais-je), Paris, 2003.
[17] In the Dead Sea scrolls the revelation about the events runs parallel with the time of Herod
the Great. The Essenien community was formed by a group of people dedicated to fierce
spiritual practice, spread in Palestine, similar to another esoteric community staying in
Damascus under the name of Tsadokites. Cf. Le Bible a la l’archeologie J.A. Thompson. Edition
L.L.B. 1988; Les manuscrits de la mer Morte F. Mebarki/ E. Puech. Edition du Rovergue. 2002. It
is not considered a fact that the community of Qumran were Essenes, nor that the Dead Sea
scrolls were solely Essenian in origin. Read for instance: Who wrote the Dead Sea Scrolls?
Norman Golb. New York, 1995, Chapter 4, where he presents the Qumran-Essene theory as a
myth. It is more likely to have been a library, consisting of texts from different Jewish groups and
sects.[18] Cedron, Kedron, Quedron, Kidron. In this form, the N.T. gives the name of the brook
Kidron in the ravine below the eastern wall of Jerusalem (Gospel of St. John XVIII.1, only)
[mentioned in the Gospel of St. Barnabas as well]. Beyond it was the garden of Gethsemane,
Smith’s Bible Dictionary, edition Pyramid Books. N.Y. 1967. P.100. The Brook, a torrent or valley,
lay between the city of Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives: now commonly known as the “Valley



of Jehoshaphat”.[19] St. Johns Gospel. Ch.18. 5. (Persian language. p. 179).[20] Ibid. Ch.18.6.
They turned their heads and fell down on the ground (Persian language p. 179).[21] St.
Barnabas’ Gospel. 215. 3 [See: “Toward the original sources”.][22] St. Barnabas’ Gospel 216-5
[See: “Toward the original sources”.][23] St. John’s Gospel. Ch.18. 7.[24] St. John’s Gospel.
Ch.18. 8[25] St. Barnabas’ Gospel 217 - 1[26] This version is in agreement with the explanation
presented in one Muslim book in the Arabic language “Tarikh e Tabari”; and two Persian books
“Tarikh Bal’ami” and “Majmal at-Tawarikh wal- Qesas. The book of Majmal at-Tawarikh wal-
Qesas [Ensemble of the histories and tales] was written in 520 h/1126 A.D. By an unknown
author/ or by Ibn Shady Asad Abadi. First editor Mohammad Taghi Bahar- Tehran 1939. New
edition Tehran- Donyaye ketab, 1996, Ali Ashar Abdollahi.[27] Tarikh Bal’mi.352/ 973 AD
Translation of Tarikh Tabari [ibn Jarir tabari 310/ 931 A.D.] Tabari, whose book was translated by
Bal’ami, was not only famous as a Muslim historian, but also a Qur’an-interpreter. His version of
the event of crucifixion regards the verses of the Qur’an in this matter. See: “Toward the original
sources”.[28] The word “Jesus” was pronounced “Yassou”, Issou”, “Ishu”, Yashu”, “Isa”, “Isaiah”.
[29] The Gospel of St. Matthew. 27- 34 Persian version. p.50.[30] The Gospel of St. Barnabas,
215.5-6.[31] The Encyclopedia Britannica, the encyclopedia Wikipedia. See appendix and http://
www.britannica.com/biography/Elijah-Hebrew-prophet.Bodily AscensionThe Christian official
Gospels and the Muslim texts (including the Qur’an) share a brilliant common point about Jesus:
Jesus went up bodily to the sky. They differ about the moment of his celestial travel: before (The
Qur’an and Muslims texts) or after crucifixion (the Gospels). There is also a certain resemblance
with the case of Elijah, who was picked up into the sky from the top of the mountain by a fiery
whirling stream of a celestial vehicle. In the case of Jesus, the Gospels report strange clouds
above the mountain[32] and audible voices thundering in the Sky.[33][32] The Gospel of St.
Mark. Ch.9-7: And there was a cloud that overshadowed them and a voice came out of the
cloud, saying: “This is my beloved son. Hear him”. [And while coming down from the mountain,
Jesus ordered his three disciples –witnesses of the event- to be silent about that experience.]
The Gospel of St. Matthew, Ch.17: 1-9 “A bright cloud overshadowed them”…[33] The Gospel of
St. John. Ch.12. 29-30: “Then came there a voice from Sky, saying “I have both glorified it, and
will glorify it again.” The people, that stood by, and heard it, said that it thundered. Others said
“An angel spoke to him”An investigation of the original sourcesOne of the most important events
in the history of mankind is the crucifixion. It is one of the central dogmas in official Christianity.
For centuries there has been a difference of opinion about the case of the crucifixion, not only
between Muslims and Christian communities, but also within the Christian community itself.In
order to better understand this problem we must go back to the original sources. In the following
chapters we shall try to investigate, as a neutral observer, the oldest Christian documents as
they are accepted by the majority of Christians throughout the world. To understand these texts
better we shall also use other Christian documents, such as the Apocryphal and Gnostic
Gospels. In addition, we investigate the sources of the Muslim texts, including the Qur’an, on the
subject of the crucifixion. We need to differentiate between two categories of sources: Muslim



and Christian:A) Muslim textsThe Qur’anThe first Muslim document that discusses Jesus’ life
and times is the holy Qur’an. A complete report concerning Jesus’ life is given in different Qur’an
verses and Sourats[34], but here we are only interested in the case of the crucifixion.“And when
Jesus perceived unbelief on their part, He said, who will be my helpers with God? The apostles
said we will be God’s helpers! We believe in God, and bear thou witness that we are Muslims
(submitted to God). O Lord! We believe in what thou have sent down, and we follow the
messenger; write us up, then, with those who bear witness to him. And they (Pharisees) plotted,
and God plotted; but of those who plot God is the best. Remember when God said “O Jesus!
Verily I will take you out of the world and bring you up to myself and deliver thee from those who
believe not, and I will place those who follow thee above those who believe not, until the day of
resurrection (the Last Day, the day of the last judgement). Then to me is your return and wherein
ye differ will I decide between you”[35]In the commentary described in the Qur’an entitled “Tafsir
ol Jalalayn”[36] these verses are commented on as follows:When Jesus perceived/ knew/
unbelief on their part/ and the fact that they decided to kill him/ told who is my helper/ my
assistant/ toward God/ to help the God’s religion? The apostles replied “we are the God’s
helpers”/ your assistance for his religion. And they were first-rank disciples of Jesus, who
believed on him before anybody else and they were 12 men with the white mantle (HOUR). We
believe on God and O Jesus be our witness that we are Muslims. O Lord we trust in what you
sent/ Enjil/ and follow your messenger Jesus write down our name with other witnesses that you
are the only one, and Jesus is your messenger. They / the no-believers Jews people/ plotted
against Jesus/ to send an agent to kill him by surprise/ and God plotted in front of them/ to
impose the figure of Jesus to the man who wanted to kill him. Finally they killed that person in
place of Jesus and Jesus was brought to the sky/ and God is the best of the plotters. Remember
when God told O Jesus! I’m your “Motevaffi”/ abductor (Gabez)/ and I’m your picker up to myself/
from the world, without dying/ and I’m your purifier/ separator/ from the non-believers …”[37]“And
for their saying: “Verily we have slain the Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary, the messenger of God.
Yet they slew him not, and they crucified him not, but they had only his likeness. And they
differed about his case (of crucifixion), were in doubt concerning him: no sure knowledge had
they about him, but followed only an imagination (illusion), and they did not really slay him, but
God took him up to Himself. And God is Mighty, Wise.”[38]“They told proudly/ we killed Messiah,
Jesus, son of Mary the messenger of God, in their opinion! They killed him not, they crucified
him not, but they fell down in an illusion that the crucified and killed person was Jesus, but in
reality God imposed the figure of Jesus to that person and they thought he is truly Jesus! And
people - who differed about that person or Jesus, were in doubt concerning his murder - were in
two groups: when certain of them said to other ones- after seeing the crucified person- that his
face looked like the Jesus’ face, but his body was different than the Jesus’ body. And other ones
told truly He was Him (and not anybody else). But (even in the moment of the crucifixion) they
differed about the event and did not have the real knowledge about his murder. They only
followed their imagination and doubt (laken yatabe’ouna fihe az-zan alazy takhaylouh) and they



killed him not for sure. But God took him (Jesus) to Him-self.”[39]So, according to the Qur’an’s
version and its interpretation, each of the 12 apostles, one by one, was the example of honesty
and sincerity. And they were the Jesus’ apostles of the first rank, who believed on him before
anybody else and they were 12 men with the white mantle hour).[34] See: S.M. Azmayesh & J. V.
Shaik: Een ontmoeting met Jezus in Christendom en Islam. Ten Have 2008.[35] Qur’an. S.3.
verses 52-55.[36] This book of commentaries of the Qur’an was written by two commentators.
From the beginning to the end of Surat “Al- Esra” it was written by Imam Jalal od Din Soyouti,
and from the Sourat of ’Kahf’/‘Cave’ to the end of the Qur’an by Al- Imam Jalal od Din
Mohammad ol Mahalli. Because of this fact it is famous under the name of Commentary of Two
Jalal (od Din): Tafsir ol Jalalayn. Ed. in Beirut.[37] Tafsir Jalalayn. p.73.[38] The Qur’an.
s.4:.157-158.[39] Tafsir Jalalayn. pp.130-131.Six BooksFrom the third and fourth centuries of
Hegira ((Abbassid period)) four historically important books remain:The book of history famous
under the title of “Tarikh e Ya'ghoubi”, written by Aby Vazeh Ahmad ibn Abi Ya'goub Eshag ibn
Ja'far ibn Vazeh Kateb Akhbari Abbasi Esfahani Ya'ghobi, who died 279 of Hegira/ 900 AD.
[40]The book of history famous under the title “Akhbar ot Teval”, written by Abou Hanifeh Ahmad
ibn Davoud Dinvary, who died about 290 of Hegira/ 911 A.D.The history book, named Tarikh
Tabari written by Abou Ja'far Mohammad ibn Jarir Tabari, who died in 310 of Hegira/ 931
A.D.The books of a famous writer named Abou Zeyd Ahmad ibn Sahl Balkhi, who died in 322 of
Hegira/ 943.The book of history known under the name of Tarikh Bal'ami, 352/ 973 A.D.The
book of history named “Remaining traces from the lost centuries” (Asar ol baghieh anel goroun
el khalieh), written by El-Birouni 360 – 440/ 1061 A.D. that we introduced in the preceding lines
as well.The Muslims historians and writers knew the official canonical version of the crucifixion
of Jesus, as written in the four Gospels, perfectly well[41]. By reporting this version in their
books, they kept reminding their readers of its non-concordance with the Qur’anic version[42].In
his book of history, Ya'ghobi presents a complete explanation of the four canonical Gospels
about the life of Jesus, his crucifixion, his reappearance to his apostles, and he adds certain
paragraphs from the Book of the Acts ((B-2/ B-6, I-5)).[43] After introducing the entire contents
of the Gospels, including the death of Jesus on the cross and the subsequent events, he
mentions:“… It was entirely the content of the sayings of the authors of the Evangeliums (four
Gospels), and they differ with each other about every detail. God the highest told (in the Qur’an)”
They killed him not, they crucified him not. They misunderstood. And the persons who differ
about this case are in doubt about him, they don't have any knowledge in this matter, and they
follow their suppositions. They killed him certainly not, but Allah brought him up”[44]In his book
“Asar ol Baghieh”, El-Birouni also writes and explains a detailed résumé of the life and the
crucifixion of Jesus according to the four Gospels, and he compares their contents - showing the
contradiction between them.[45]Al Birouni’s source of knowledge - and that of many other
serious researchers and historians involved with Christianity that followed him ((from different
branches and differing in their world views, their books and manuscripts, their social and clerical
hierarchies and such)) was based on three points:.A detailed study of the written Christian texts



((official Gospels and other sources)).The Book of Ma'ref or Roum, written by Abol-hassan
Ahmad ibn Hossein Ahwazi e Kateb.[46] This book was an ensemble of a ten-year in-depth
study, written by a Muslim researcher in the days of the Byzantine Empire. We have found no
trace of this book yet, but it is frequently quoted in the works of the serious historians such El-
Birouni. Also, the unknown author of the important book: Majmal ot Tavarikh shows its
importance.Field work investigations carried out by different groups of knowledgeable Muslim
researchers in Byzantine and other Christian territories. These groups were sent to Rome
(Byzantine Empire) by the Caliphs of the Abbasid dynasty in order to spread to different parts of
the empire and carry out in-depth scientific research. One of these groups was led by a
researcher named Mehdi Moussa Shaker. He was sent to the region of Ephesus upon the
authority of the Byzantine Emperor and in collaboration with Muslim embassy in Constantinople.
[47] El-Birouni divides the Christian community into three different main branches: the
Maleka'ieh ((Constantinists), living in the Byzantine Empire, (and worshipping the wooden cross
and adhering to the Trinity of God); Jacobin communities, and finally Nestorian communities
(also in other Muslim sources this ideology is extensively debated and discussed).
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